
Introduction.

For this section, Kingsclere can be reached by bus from Newbury and Basingstoke, and it ends on the bus route of the Andover to Newbury bus
service at the village of Highclere. There is also a bus service from Burghclere to Newbury. Always check the latest times at Traveline South West.
While there is public parking at Kingsclere, this is limited at Highclere. This section gives us the first views of the North Hampshire Downs and the
route passes through Watership Down territory. The ‘Clere’ Villages of Kingsclere, Burghclere and Highclere feature along this part of the walk. But
Highclere Castle, seen in the TV series Downton Abbey and which is the family home of Lord Carnarvon, is perhaps the highlight. The castle was built
in the mid 19th century in high Elizabethan style with the park designed by Capability Brown. This section requires the Explorer maps 144 and 158.

The Route

Kingsclere to Ecchinswell

From the shops in Swan Street cross the road and follow the footpath on the south side of the church yard with a hedge on your left that leads down
to the two bridges across the stream and then over the millstream. Alternatively enter the churchyard along the path edged with grave stones round
to the church entrance; while there, you could look around St Mary’s Church and its church yard. Just past the church entrance turn left down to the
river and follow it round to the right over a footbridge across a stream and then up and over another footbridge crossing the wide millstream. After
pausing for the ducks and trout, follow the path round to the left beside the slow flowing river, at the end go up a narrow path to meet the road.
Cross the road and turn left here, following the roadside until a track merges from the right. Ignore the footpath back up this track but take the next
footpath through a gate on your right to follow a south facing field edge with the hedge on your right along Bishop’s Hill. This gives us views of the
North Hampshire Downs. Follow the field edge, passing a hedge between fields, continue, gradually climbing to see a pylon and two barns. Pass under
the cables and at the barns take the track to the right down to the Ecchinswell Road.

Turn right along the road, passing two turnings associated with Frobury Farm on your left, and before the corner take the bridleway on the left. Follow
this gently down, ignoring the footpath to the right, and at the thatched house take the fork to the left to merge on to a metalled drive. After a short
way, but before some industrial units, rejoin the bridleway on the right, ignore two footpaths on either side to pass some small fish ponds on the left
to a footbridge across a stream. Follow the field edge with the wood on your left and then enter Southwood Copse at another footbridge across a
stream. Go through the copse to meet a track crossing the bridleway, keep straight on, past another footpath junction to walk beside the river flowing
from Ecchinswell to an old concrete vehicle bridge with a water company building in front of you.

Cross the bridge and at the building turn right, not through the gate, but round through some trees to cross a stile. Follow the field edge to the left,
change to the 158 map, to eventually meet another stile beside a gate. Cross this and follow the path to a metalled drive; turn left to meet the road
at the north end of Ecchinswell.

Ecchinswell to Burghclere

Take the footpath over the road just to the left through a gap in a beech hedge and follow the path to a gravel track. Turn right then curve left and
keep going with the trees on your right and ignoring two footpaths from either side, to meet a metalled road within the Sydmonton Court Estate.

Turn right here down to the bottom where the road crosses a small stream. Turn left here onto a footpath along a track to the field, crossing a bigger
stream, to the stile beside the field gate. Cross this and follow the grassy track across the field up to the top of the ridge. Keep straight on, ignoring
the tracks joining from either side and follow the track round to Palmer’s Hill House in the distance diagonally to the left. At the house cross the stile
and follow the track between the house and old stables to join the access drive and follow this to the road on the edge of Burghclere.

Cross over the road and follow the path between the school and Earlstone Common. At the next road cross over and follow the verge to the left and
then into Harts Lane. Soon joining the pavement, follow the road past the sports ground and church as far as Spring Lane. Here you could continue
straight on over the railway bridge for the Carpenter’s Arms PH or the Sandham Memorial Chapel, otherwise turn left down Spring Lane.

Burghclere to Highclere

Follow the lane past The Old Station, curiously called Highclere before the line closed, and after a dip in the road take the footpath on the right and
then turn left on to the course of the old railway line, formerly the Didcot, Newbury and Southampton Railway. Continue along the old railway track,
change back to the 144 map, to the first overhead bridge, here, just past it on the right, take the path up to a flinty track above and turn left. Continue
up along the track, past the junction half way up, until the surface becomes metalled and drops to meet the old A34.

Cross the old A34 road, go over the bridge across the new A34 and past the gate house into the grounds of Highclere Castle;; if the gates are closed,
use the passage beside the gate house. Follow the road round and down to a cross roads. Turn right here and continue along the road, taking
occasional glances through the trees behind you on your left to the castle. At the next junction turn sharp left beside the Park Pale shown on the map
and continue to the interesting chapel and graveyard. Pass round the left of the chapel and then right down to a gate on to a track.

Turn right onto a track and then down to a gate into more parkland. From here, don't follow the wheel tracks but veer slightly to the right up a grassy
slope. From the crest of the slope make for the steel field gate with a small white 'footpath' sign fixed to it.

Go through this gate into woodland and ignore the turning on the left but take the path in front of you which gradually curves to the left before
dropping to cross a stream and entering a field. Follow the field edge with woodland on your right to meet the A343 near its junction with a minor
road to Highclere Farm.

Turn right and follow the pavement into Highclere village where you will see The Red House PH across the road on your right. There is a bus
stop outside and a potential refreshment stop inside.


